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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following ergodic control problem: minimize the cost
1 T 2J p s lim sup E h x t q p t dt 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4HT 0T“‘
subject to the stochastic differential systems
dx t s p t y j dt q dw t , x 0 s x , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .in the class P of admissible controls p t with constraint
p t G 0 3Ž . Ž .
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Ž  4.defined on some probability space V, F, P; F carrying a standardt
Ž . Ž .Brownian motion w t , where j is a positive constant and h g C R . We
Ž . Ž .associate the Bellman equation with 1 , 2 :
2y1 1m s c 0 x y jc 9 x y c 9 x q h x , x g R, 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 4
y Ž .where h s max yh, 0 .
Ž .The purpose of this paper is to present an optimal control p* t and the
Ž . 2Ž . Ž .minimum value by the solution m, c g R = C R of 4 . The control
problem of production planning with discounted rate a ) 0 has been
w x Ž .studied by many authors 4, 15 , where x t is interpreted as the inventory
Ž .level for production rate p t and demand rate j . But, the Bellman
Ž .equation 4 is quite different from them and particularly
2y1 1 2a ¤ x s ¤ 0 x y j ¤ 9 x y ¤ 9 x q x , x g R,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 4
w xtreated by Bensoussan et al. 2 for the one-dimensional manufacturing
Ž . Ž .system 2 with the unbounded control region of 3 .
Ž .To solve the Bellman equation 4 we consider the following equations:
1 Y X Xa u s u y j u q F u q h on R, 5Ž . Ž .a a a k a2
1l s f0 y jf9 q F f9 q h on R, 6Ž . Ž .k2
where
¡ 2kx q k if x F y2k ,~ 2F x [ 7Ž . Ž .yx r4 if y2k - x - 0,k ¢
0 if x G 0.
Ž . Ž .Our method consists in studying the limit of 5 as a “ 0 to obtain l, f ,
Ž . Ž .and the limit of 6 as k “ ‘ to obtain m, c . We apply the technique of
w xBensoussan]Frehse 3 for the Bellman equation with the non-Lipschitz
Ž . Ž . Ž .continuous term to 6 with F x . Equation 6 arises in the ergodick
Ž . Ž . Ž .control problem 1 , 2 with constraint 0 F p t F k. For these approxima-
Ž .tions, we give some estimates of u and f in the integral form of 5 anda
Ž . w6 . The optimality can be shown by an extension of the results given in 9,
x w x10 . We refer to 6, 7, 8, 13, 14 for another setting of optimal control in
manufacturing systems. These papers treat the cases with bounded control
Ž .regions. On the contrary, our control region is unbounded as in 3 .
In Sect. 2 we show the existence and uniqueness of the convex solution
Ž .u with polynomial growth to Eq. 5 , and give a priori estimates fora
Ž .approximation. We discuss the Bellman equation 6 in Sect. 3 and the
Ž .ergodic control problem related to 6 in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we solve the
Ž . Ž .Bellman equation 4 , and present the optimal control p* t and the value.
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2. BELLMAN EQUATIONS FOR DISCOUNTED CRITERIA
2.1. Existence and Uniqueness
Let us consider the Bellman equation
1 Y X Xa u x s u x y j u x q F u x q h x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a a a k a2
x g R, 0 - a - 1, 8Ž .
associated with the discounted control problem.
We make the assumptions on h,
h: non-negative, convex on R, 9Ž .
h satisfies the polynomial growth condition, i.e.,
< < m’C ) 0, m g N ; h x F C 1 q x , x g R. 10Ž . Ž . Ž .q
To show the existence of u with polynomial growth, we consider thea
Ž .solution y t to the stochastic differential equation
dy t s k1 y j dt q dw t , y 0 s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž yŽ t .F 0.
w ‘ ya t Ž Ž .. xand estimate the upper bound of E H e h y t dt . We need the0
following lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. We assume
k ) j . 11Ž .
Then, for each n g N , there exists C ) 0 such thatq
2 n< <E y t F C 1 q t , 12Ž . Ž . Ž .
‘
2 n 2 nq2ya t < < < <aE e y t dt F C 1 q x . 13Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
Ž . w xProof. Equation 12 is analogous with the result of 9 . However, we
give its proof to need the same kind of calculations in the future. We note
that
< <y k1 y j F y j n k y j y . 14Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž y F 0.
By Ito's formula we have
2 n 2 n< < < <E y t y xŽ .
t 2 ny1 2 ny2s E 2ny s k1 y j q n 2n y 1 y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H ½ 5Ž yŽ s.F 0.
0
t
F nE H y s ds ,Ž .Ž .H
0
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where
< < 2 ny1 < < 2 ny2H x s y2 j n k y j x q 2n y 1 x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Obviously, H x is bounded above. Thus we can deduce 12 .
ya t < < 2 nq2 Ž .Next, we apply Ito's formula to e x . Then, by 14
2 nq2 2 nq2ya t < < < <E e y t y xŽ .
t 2 nq12 nq2ya s < <s E e ya y s q 2n q 2 y s k1 y jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ½ Ž yŽ s.F 0.
0
2 n< <q n q 1 2n q 1 y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . 5
t 2 nq1ya s < <F E e y2 n q 1 j n k y j y sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
2 n< <q n q 1 2n q 1 y s ds .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
Hence
‘
2 nq2ya s < <E e G y s ds F x ,Ž .Ž .H
0
where
< < 2 nq1 < < 2 nG x s 2 n q 1 j n k y j x y n q 1 2n q 1 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
< < 2 n Ž .We choose z ) 0 such that x F G x for all x G z . Then
‘
2 nya t < <E e y t dtŽ .H
0
‘
2 n 2 nya t < < < <s e E y t 1 q y t 1 dtŽ . Ž .H Ž < yŽ t . < - z . Ž < yŽ t . < G z .
0
‘
ya t 2 nF e z q E G y t dtŽ .Ž . 4H
0
2 n < < 2 nq2F z ra q x .
Ž .Thus we have 13 , where C is independent of sufficiently small a .
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Assume 9 , 10 , 11 . Then there exists a unique solution
2Ž . Ž .u g C R of equation 8 with polynomial growth. Moreo¤er, u is con¤exa a
and admits a representation
‘ 2ya tu x s inf E e h x t q p t dt : 0 F p F k . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ha ½ 5
0
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Ž .Proof. Since F x is Lipschitz continuous, this follows from a slightk
w x Ž .modification of 1 in case of h g C R except convexity. For the general0
Ž .case, we take a non-decreasing sequence h g C R convergent to h withn 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .0 F h F h. Let u be the solution of 8 for h . Then, by 15 and 13 , wen n n
have
‘
ya t 20 F u x F E e h y t q k dtŽ . Ž . 4Ž .Hn n
0
‘
mya t 2< <F CE e 1 q y t q k dtŽ . 4Ž .H
0
< < mq 3F C 1 q x .Ž .
X w xTo estimate u on yr, r for each r g R , we recall the Taylor expan-n q
2Ž .sions of f g C R :
« 2
« f 9 a s f a q « y f a y f 0 a q u « ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .12
f 9 x s f 9 a q f 0 a q u x y a x y a , x g V , 0 - u , u - 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 « 1 2
Ž . w xwhere V s V a is any «-neighborhood of a g yr, r . Then we can easily« «
obtain a version of the Landau]Kolmogorov inequality
2 3«
< < < < < <sup f 9 x F sup f x q sup f 0 x .Ž . Ž . Ž .
« 2V V V« « «
Ž Ž ..Choosing 0 - « - 1 n 1r3 k q j , we have
< X <sup u xŽ .n
V«
2 3«
Y< < < <F sup u x q sup u xŽ . Ž .n n« 2V V« «
2
< <F sup u xŽ .n« V«
X X< < < <q 3« sup a u x q j u x q F u x q h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n k n n
V«
2
X< <F q 3« sup u x q 3« k q j sup u x q 3« sup h x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n nž /« V V V« « «
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from which
1 2
X< <sup u x F q 3« sup u x q 3« sup h xŽ . Ž . Ž .n nž /1 y 3« k q j «Ž .V V V« « «
C 2 mq 3F q 3« 1 q r q 1 .Ž .Ž .ž /1 y 3« k q j «Ž .
Ž . w xThus, taking the finite covering V a , i s 1, 2, . . . , j, of yr, r , we deduce« i
j
X X< < < <sup u x F sup u xŽ . Ž .Ýn n
yrFxFr Ž .V ais1 « i
jC 2 mq 3F q 3« 1 q r q 1 ,Ž .Ž .ž /1 y 3« k q j «Ž .
and hence
< X < < Y <sup sup u x q u x - ‘ for every r g R .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n q
n yrFxFr
By the Ascoli]Arzela theorem, we haveÁ
u “ u ,n a
X X w xu “ u uniformly on yr , r ,n a
Ž .taking a subsequence if necessary. Passing to the limit, we can obtain 8
Ž .and 15 . The polynomial growth property is immediate and the convexity
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.follows from 9 and 15 cf. 5 .
2.2. A priori Estimate for Approximation
X Ž .We shall need the following for an integral representation of u of 8 .a
Ž . 1Ž .LEMMA 2.3. Let g g C R and w g C R be the solution of
1 w9 y jw q g s 0 on a, ‘ ,Ž .2
1 w9 q k y j w q g s 0 on y‘, a .Ž . Ž .2
Ž . y2 j x Ž . 2Ž kyj . xIf w x e “ 0 as x “ ‘ and w x e “ 0 as x “ y‘, then
2H‘ g s q x ey2 j s ds on a, ‘ ,Ž . Ž .0
w x sŽ . 0 2Žkyj . s½ y2H g s q x e ds on y‘, a .Ž . Ž .y‘
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Proof. Since
w x ey2 j x 9 q 2 g x ey2 j x s 0 on a, ‘ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
we have
y
y2 j y y2 j x y2 j sw y e y w x e q 2 g s e ds s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
x
Ž .Letting y “ ‘, we can obtain the desired result on a, ‘ and also, on
Ž .y‘, a similarly.
To make an a priori estimate of uX , we assumea
< <h x “ ‘ as x “ ‘. 16Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.4. We assume 9 , 10 , 11 , 16 . Then we ha¤e
< < < <u x “ ‘ as x “ ‘, 17Ž . Ž .a
and there exists C ) 0 such that
< < mq 30 F a u x F C 1 q x , 18Ž . Ž .Ž .a
< X < < < mq 3u x F C 1 q x . 19Ž . Ž .Ž .a
Further,
< X < < Y <sup sup u x q u x - ‘ for each r g R . 20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a a q
a yrFxFr
Ž .Proof. By 15 , we have
‘
ya t 2u x F E e h y t q k 1 dt .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ha Ž yŽ t .F 0.
0
Ž .Hence, by 13
‘
ya t 2a u x F aE e h y t dt q kŽ . Ž .Ž .ŽHa
0
‘
mya t 2< <F aE e C 1 q y t dt q kŽ .Ž .H
0
< < mq 3F C 1 q x ,Ž .
Ž .which implies 18 .
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Ž . Ž .From 8 , 7 and the convexity of u it follows thata
h x F a u x q j uX y F uXŽ . Ž . Ž .a a k a
< X < < < < X <F a u 0 q u x x q j k k y j u x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a a a
Ž . Ž . Ž . < <By 9 and 16 , there exists C ) 0 such that h x G C x y 1rC .0 0 0
Therefore
X< < < <u x G h x y a u 0 r x q j k k y jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
G C r2 for sufficiently large x .0
Ž .This yields 17 .
Ž . Ž .Here, taking into account 17 , we define g g R by u g sa a a
Ž .min u x G 0, and note thatx a
< <g F a for some a g R . 21Ž .a q
X Ž . Y Ž . Ž .Indeed, it is clear that u g s 0 and u g G 0. From 8 it follows thata a a a
1 Y X Xh g F u g y j u g q F u g q h gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a a a a a k a a a2
s a u gŽ .a a
F a u 0 .Ž .a
Ž .  4We know by 18 that the right-hand side is bounded. Thus g is alsoa
Ž .bounded by 16 .
Ž . Ž .In order to prove 19 , we rewrite 8 as
yY X X X1 Ãa u s u y j u y k u q F u q h ,Ž . Ž .a a a a k a2
Ã yŽ . Ž .where F x s F x q kx . It is easy to see thatk k
Xx y2 j Ž syx .¡ Ãy2H h q F u y a u s e ds if x G g ,Ž . Ž .g k a a aaX ~u x sŽ .a Xg 2Žkyj .Ž syx .a¢ Ã2H h q F u y a u s e ds if x - g .Ž . Ž .x k a a a
Ã 2 X y2 j x< Ž . < Ž .Clearly, F x F k . Hence, u x e converges as x “ ‘. By Theoremk a
2.2 and l'Hopital's rule, we haveÃ
uX x u xŽ . Ž .a a
lim s lim s 0,2 j x 2 j x2j e ex“‘ x“‘
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X Ž . 2Ž kyj . xand similarly, u x e “ 0 as x “ y‘. Thus, by Lemma 2.3a
X‘ y2 j s¡ Ã2H h q F u y a u s q x e ds if x G g ,Ž . Ž .0 k a a aX ~u x sŽ .a X0 2Žkyj . s¢ Ãy2H h q F u y a u s q x e ds if x - g .Ž . Ž .y‘ k a a a
22Ž .
Since
< < < < mq 3 < < mq 3h s q x q a u s q x F C 1 q s q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a
Ž . Ž .we deduce by 21 and 22
< X < < <u x F C for x F a,Ž .a
and
< X < < < mq 3 < <u x F C 1 q x for x ) a,Ž . Ž .a
Ž .where C is a positive constant independent of a . This implies 19 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Equation 20 is immediate from 8 , 18 , and 19 .
3. BELLMAN EQUATION FOR ERGODIC CONTROL
3.1. Existence
Let us consider the Bellman equation
1l s f0 y jf9 q F f9 q h x , x g R. 23Ž . Ž . Ž .k2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Assume 9 , 10 , 11 , 16 . Then there exists a subse-
quence a “ 0 such that
2 w xu x y u 0 “ f x g C R uniformly on each yr , r , 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
a u 0 “ l g R. 25Ž . Ž .a
Ž . Ž .The limit l, f satisfies the Bellman equation 23 , and furthermore
f : con¤ex on R, 26Ž .
< < < <f9 x “ ‘ as x “ ‘, 27Ž . Ž .
< < < < mf9 x F C 1 q x . 28Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Define u x s u x y u 0 . Then, by 8Äa a a
a u 0 q a u xŽ . Ž .Äa a
1 Y X Xs u x y j u x q F u x q h x , x g R,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä Äa a k a2
or equivalently,
x
X X Xy2 j xu x e y u 0 q 2 h s q F u s y a u s y a u 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä Ä ÄHa a k a a a
0
= ey2 j s ds s 0. 29Ž .
 4By Theorem 2.4, we see that u is uniformly bounded and equi-continu-Äa
w x  X 4ous on yr, r , and so is u . By the Ascoli]Arzela theorem, we haveÄ Áa
u “ f ,Äa
X w xu “ f9 uniformly on yr , r ,Äa
taking a subsequence if necessary. Moreover,
a u x “ 0, a u 0 “ l.Ž . Ž .Äa a
Ž .Passing to the limit in 29 , we have
x
y2 j x y2 j sf9 x e y f9 0 q 2 h s q F f9 s y l e ds s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H k
0
2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .This implies that f g C R and l, f satisfies 23 . Clearly, Eq. 26 is
Ž . < < Ž .fulfilled. Suppose that f9 x converges as x “ ‘. Then, by 16
< <l G yjf9 x q F f9 x q h x “ ‘ as x “ ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k
Ž .This is a contradiction, and thus, we deduce 27 .
Ž . Ž .Next, we choose sufficiently large a ) 0 such that F f9 s 0 on a, ‘ ,k
and then
1l s f0 y jf9 q h x .Ž .2
Ž .Since f9 satisfies the polynomial growth condition by 19 , we apply
Lemma 2.3 to obtain
‘
y2 j sf9 x s 2 h s q x y l e ds.Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž . < Ž . <Hence we get 28 on a, ‘ . We may consider that f9 x F C for
w x Ž . 2 Ž .x g ya, a . Also, we have F f9 s kf9 q k on y‘, ya , and hencek
1 2l s f0 q k y j f9 q k q h x .Ž . Ž .2
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Again, by Lemma 2.3,
0 2 2Žkyj . sf9 x s y2 h s q x y l y k e ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
y‘
Ž .Thus we deduce 28 for all x g R. The proof is complete.
3.2. Uniqueness
Ž .Let us consider the uniqueness result on the Bellman equation 23 . We
can state
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. The assumptions are those of Theorem 3.1. Let l , f gj j
2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R = C R , j s 1, 2, be two solutions of 23 satisfying 26 , 27 , and 28 .
Then
l s l and fX s fX .1 2 1 2
Proof. Define
s s sup x : fX x s 0 , 30Ž . Ž . 4j j
t s inf x : fX x s y2k . 31Ž . Ž . 4j j
From Lemma 2.3 it follows that
‘
X y2 j sf x s 2 h s q x y l e ds on s , ‘ ,Ž . Ž . .Hj j j
0
0X 2 2Žkyj . sf x s y2 h s q x y l y k e ds on y‘, t .Ž . Ž . ŽŽ .Hj j j
y‘
Hence
X Xf x q l rj s f x q l rj on I [ s k s , ‘ , 32Ž . Ž . . Ž .1 1 2 2 s 1 2
fX x q k 2 y l r k y jŽ . Ž .Ž .1 1
X 2s f x q k y l r k y j on I [ y‘, t n t . 33Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Ž .2 2 t 1 2
Suppose that
l - l . 34Ž .1 2
Then fX y fX - 0 on I , and fX y fX ) 0 on I . Hence the maximum of2 1 s 2 1 t
X Ž . X Ž .f y f is attained at some x g R _ I j I . Clearly, f x s f x , andÃ Ã Ã2 1 s t 2 2
hence
Y Y X X1l y l s f x y f x y j f x y f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã Ã Ã Ã2 1 2 1 2 12
X Xq F f x y F f x F 0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã Ãk 2 k 1
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Ž .This is contrary with 34 , and thus,
l s l , fX x s fX x on I j I .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 s t
Ž . Ž .If s - s , then we have by 30 and 321 2
0 s fX s - fX s s fX s s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 2 2
which is a contradiction. Thus we get s s s , and hence1 2
fX x s fX x for x G s [ s s s .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Similarly, by 31 and 33
fX x s fX x for x F t [ t s t .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .Now, let us rewrite 23 as
2Y X X1 1 w xl s f x y jf y f x q h x on t , s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j j2 4
X X X XŽ .Denoting f s f y f and n s j q f q f r4, we get1 2 1 2
1 f9 x y n x f x s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Hence
x t
f x exp y2 n t dt s f t exp y2 n t dt s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H½ 5 ½ 5
0 0
X X w xThus we deduce f s f on t , s , completing the proof.1 2
4. OPTIMAL CONTROL IN THE BOUNDED REGION
In this section we shall study the ergodic control problem to minimize
the cost
1 T 2J p s lim sup E h x t q p t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4Hk T 0T“‘
Ž .over the class P of all progressively measurable processes p t such thatk
Ž .0 F p t F k and
1 mq 1< <lim E x T s 0 for the response x t to p t . 35Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
TT“‘
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Ž . Ž .Let l, f be the unique solution of the Bellman equation 23 , and
consider the stochastic differential equation
dx* t s r f9 x* t y j dt q dw t , x* 0 s x , 36Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k
where
k if x F y2k ,¡~yxr2 if y2k - x F 0,r x s 37Ž . Ž .k ¢
0 if 0 - x .
LEMMA 4.1. For each n g N , there exists C ) 0 such thatq
2 n< <E x* t F C 1 q t .Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž .Proof. Since r f9 x is bounded, equation 36 admits a uniquek
Ž . w < Ž . < 2 n xstrong solution x* t with E x* t - ‘. Ito's formula gives
t2 n 2 n Žn.< < < <E x* t s x q nE X s ds ,Ž . Ž .H
0
Žn.Ž . Ž .2 ny1w Ž Ž Ž ... x Ž . Ž .2 ny2where X s s 2 x* s r f9 x* s y j q 2n y 1 x* s . Byk
Ž .37 it is easily seen that
< < < <x r f9 x y j F y j n k y j x if x G a,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . .k
for sufficiently large a ) 0. Clearly,
Žn.sup E X s 1 - ‘.Ž . Ž < x*Ž s. < - a.
s
Also,
Žn.E X s 1Ž . Ž < x*Ž s. < G a.
2 ny1 2 ny2< < < <F E y2 j n k y j x* s q 2n y 1 x* sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4
=1 .Ž < x*Ž s. < G a.
By the same line as the proof of Lemma 2.1, we see that the right-hand
side is bounded from above. This completes the proof.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.2. We assume 9 , 10 , 11 , and 16 . Then the optimal
Ž .control p* t is gi¤en by
p* t s r f9 x* t , 38Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k
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and the ¤alue by
J p* s l. 39Ž . Ž .k
Ž . Ž .  2 4Proof. We first note by 37 that F x s min p q xp : 0 F p F k ,k
Ž . Ž .and the minimum is attained by r x . By Ito's formula and 23 , we havek
E f x* T y f x* 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
T 1s E f9 x* t r f9 x* t y j q f0 x* t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H k 2
0
T 2s E F f9 x* t y r f9 x* tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . ŽŽH ½ k k
0
1yjf9 x* t q f0 x* t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . 52
T 2s E l y h x* t y p* t dt . 40Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4H
0
Ž .Choose n g N such that 2n ) m q 1. Then, by 28 and Lemma 4.1q
1 C mq 1< < < <E f x* T F E 1 q x* TŽ . Ž .Ž .
T T
C Ž .mq1 r2 n2 n< <F 1 q E x* TŽ .½ 5T
C Ž .mq1 r2 nF 1 q C 1 q T “ 0 as T “ ‘.Ž .Ž . 4
T
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence x* t satisfies 35 and p* belongs to P . Letting T “ ‘ in 40 , wek
get
1 T 2J p* s lim E h x* t q p* t dt s l.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4HTT“‘ 0
Ž . Ž .2 Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly, F x F p t q xp t for every p g P . By 28 and 35 we havek k
1
< <E f x T “ 0 as T “ ‘.Ž .Ž .
T
Ž .Thus, by the same calculation as above, we can obtain J p G l. The
proof is complete.
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5. ERGODIC CONTROL IN THE UNBOUNDED REGION
5.1. Solution of the Bellman Equation
We shall study the Bellman equation
2y1 1m s c 0 x y jc 9 x y c 9 x q h x , x g R. 41Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 4
Ž . Ž .To approximate the solution m, c , we denote by l , f the solution ofk k
Ž .23 for k ) j , i.e.,
1 Y X Xl s f x y jf x q F f x q h x , x g R. 42Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k k k k2
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Assume 9 , 10 , and 16 . Then there exist C ) 0 and
k g N such that for e¤ery k G k ,0 q 0
< X < < < mf x F C 1 q x . 43Ž . Ž . Ž .k
Further we ha¤e
< X < < Y <sup sup f x q f x - ‘ for each r g R . 44Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k q
yrFxFrk
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By 26 and 27 we can define d g R by f d s min f x .k k k x k
X Ž . YŽ .Since f d s 0 and f d G 0, we havek k k k
l G h d .Ž .k k
In view of Theorem 4.2, we know that
l s inf J p : p g P , 45 4Ž . Ž .k k k
 4and hence l is non-negative and nonincreasing. Thus d is bounded.k k
Ž .To prove 43 , we first show that for some k g N ,0 q
x : y2k - fX x - y2 j q 1 is empty. 46 4Ž . Ž . Ž .D k
kGk0
Ž . X Ž .We set F r s yf d y r r2 for r G 0 corresponding to x with y2kk k k
X Ž . Ž .- f x F 0, and note by 42 thatk
2X0 F F r s y2j F r q F r y h d y r q l . 47Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k k k k
Since
F
X r F k 2 y h d y r q lŽ . Ž .k k k
Ž .and by 16
< <h x G C x y 1rC for some C G 0,Ž . 0 0 0
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Ž .we see by 45 that
0 F r F C k 2 q 1 ,Ž .
where C ) 0 is independent of k. Suppose that for some r G 0,
j q 1 - F r - k .Ž .k
w xBy the monotonicity of F , there exists c g 0, r such thatk k
1
F c s j q .Ž .k k 3k q 1
Ž . Ž .2Dividing 47 by F y j , we getk
F
X rŽ .k F C for c F r F r .k2
F r y jŽ .Ž .k
w xIntegrating over c , r , we havek
1 1 1
3y q k q 1 s y q
F r y j F r y j F c y jŽ . Ž . Ž .k k k k
F C r y cŽ .k
F C 2 k 2 q 1 .Ž .
This yields that
1
F r y j F .Ž .k 3 2 2 2k y C k y C q 1
 Ž . 4Thus the set r : j q 1 - F r - k is empty for sufficiently large k, andk
Ž . Ž1.  Ž . X Ž .we deduce 46 . It is clear that on the set I [ x : y2 j q 1 F f xk k
4- 0 ,
< X <f x F C.Ž .k
Ž .Next, we choose k of 46 satisfying0
k 2 y l r2 k y j F 2kr3 for k G k .Ž .Ž .k 0
Ž2.  X Ž . 4Then, on the set I [ x : f x F y2k , we have, by Lemma 2.3,k k
0X 2 2Žkyj . sk F yf x r2 s h s q x y l y k e dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Hk k
y‘
k 2 y l0 k2Žkyj . ss h s q x e ds q ,Ž .H 2 k y jŽ .y‘
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from which
0X 2Žkyj . syf x r2 F 3 h s q x e dsŽ . Ž .Hk
y‘
0 m m 2Žk yj . s0< < < <F C 1 q s q x e ds.Ž .H
y‘
Ž3.  X Ž . 4Moreover, we have on the set I [ x : f x G 0 ,k k
‘
X y2 j sf x s 2 h s q x y l e dsŽ . Ž .Hk k
0
‘
m m y2 j s< < < <F C 1 q s q x e ds.Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž2. Ž3..Consequently, Eq. 43 is verified on F I j I j I , identicalk G k k k k0
Ž . Ž . Ž .with R. Equation 44 is immediate from 42 and 43 . Therefore the
theorem is established.
THEOREM 5.2. We make the assumptions of Theorem 5.1. Then there
exists a subsequence k “ ‘ such that
l “ m g R , 48Ž .k q
f “ c g C 2 R ,Ž .k
X w xf “ c 9 uniformly on each yr , r . 49Ž .k
Ž . Ž .The limit m, c satisfies the Bellman equation 41 , and furthermore
c : con¤ex on R, 50Ž .
< < < <c 9 x “ ‘ as x “ ‘, 51Ž . Ž .
< < < < mc 9 x F C 1 q x . 52Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .  4  X 4Proof. By 45 we have 48 . Also, by Theorem 5.1, f and f arek k
w xuniformly bounded and equi-continuous on each yr, r . Hence we can see
Ž .49 . We note that
21 y w xF x “ y x uniformly on each yr , r .Ž . Ž .k 4
Ž . Ž .Therefore, passing to the limit in 42 , we can obtain 41 .
Ž . Ž .Clearly, Eq. 50 is fulfilled. Equation 51 follows from the similar
Ž . Ž . Ž .argument as 27 . Letting k “ ‘ in 43 , we deduce 52 . This completes
the proof.
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5.2. Optimal Control and Uniqueness
Ž . Ž .Consider the ergodic control problem to minimize the cost J p of 1
Ž .over all p g P subject to 2 , where P is the class of all non-negative
Ž .progressively measurable processes p t such that
1 mq 1< <lim E x T s 0 for the response x t to p t . 53Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
TT“‘
LEMMA 5.3. The stochastic differential equation
w w wdx t s r c 9 x t y j dt q dw t , x 0 s x 54Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
wŽ .admits a unique solution x t , where
yxr2 if x F 0,
r x sŽ . ½ 0 if 0 - x .
Further, for any n g N , there exists C ) 0 such thatq
2 nw< <E x t F C 1 q t . 55Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž ..  Ž Ž .. 4Proof. Define g x s r c 9 x n n, d s inf x : r c 9 x s 0 , andn
Ž Ž ..b - d by r c 9 b s j q 1. Then the stochastic differential equations
dx t s g x t y j dt q dw t , x 0 s x , 56Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n
dy t s j q 1 1 y j dt q dw t , y 0 s x , 57Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž yŽ t .F b .
Ž . Ž .admit solutions x t and y t . Taking n g N such that n ) j q 1, wen q
can easily see that
x y d g x F x y d j q 1 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n Ž x F b .
w xHence, by the comparison theorem 11 , we may consider
2 2x t y d F y t y d . 58Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n
Ž .Now, let z s x y w. Then 56 can be rewritten asn n
dzn s g z q w y j .Ž .n ndt
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Hence we have
dzn F g z q w q j F r c 9 z q w q jŽ . Ž .Ž .n n ndt
< < < < < <F sup r c 9 x q j : x F 2 d q sup y tŽ . Ž .Ž .½ 5
0FtFT
w xon each 0, T .
Žw x 2 .Let e ) 0, and we can find a compact subset K of C 0, T , R of thee
form
2 5 5w xK s k g C 0, T , R : sup k t F p ,Ž .Ž .e e½
t
5 5sup k t y k s F q , ;nŽ . Ž . e 5
yn< <tys -2
such that
P K c - eŽ .Ž z , w . en
for a convenient choice of p , q ) 0, where P denotes the lawe e Ž z , w .n
Ž Ž . Ž ..induced by z t , w t . This yields that the family of laws P is tight,n Ž z , w .n
and then P converges in the weak topology, taking a subsequence ifŽ z , w .n Ä Ä ÄŽ .necessary. Thus there exist a probability space V, F, P and random
Ä Ä Ä 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Žw x .variables z , w , z, w on V, F, P , with values in C 0, T , R , such thatÃ Ã Ä Än
P s P ,Ž z , w . Ž z , w .Ã Ãn n
z , w “ z , w a.s.Ž .Ã Ã Ä ÄŽ .n
Ž . w xRecall that g converges to r c 9 uniformly on each yr, r . Passing ton
the limit, we get
dzÄ
s r c 9 z q w y j .Ž .Ž .Ä Ä
dt
Ž . Ž . Ž .This implies that z t q w t is a weak solution of 54 . The uniquenessÄ Ä
Ž Ž .. Ž .follows from the monotonicity of r c 9 x . Thus 54 has a unique strong
wŽ . Ž .solution x t . Finally, by the same line as 58 , we have
w< < < <x t y d F y t y d .Ž . Ž .
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We know by Lemma 2.1 that
2 n< <E y t F C 1 q t .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Therefore we conclude 55 .
THEOREM 5.4. We make the assumptions of Theorem 5.1. Then the
wŽ .optimal control p t is gi¤en by
pw t s r c 9 xw t ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
and the ¤alue by
J pw s m.Ž .
Proof. Let us note that
21 y 2y x s min p q xp : p G 0 , 4Ž .4
Ž . Ž .and the minimum is attained by r x . We apply Ito's formula to 41 and
Ž . Ž . Ž .54 . Taking into account 55 , we see that p* satisfies 53 . By the same
line as the proof of Theorem 4.2, we can obtain the desired result.
THEOREM 5.5. The assumptions are those of Theorem 5.1. Then the
Ž . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solution m, c g R = C R of the Bellman equation 41 with 50 , 51 ,
Ž .and 52 is unique in the sense of Theorem 3.2.
Ž . 2Ž . Ž .Proof. Let m , c g R = C R , j s 1, 2, be two solutions of 41j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfying 50 , 51 , and 52 . By Theorem 5.4, we have m s m . We set1 2
X Ž . 4s s sup x : c x s 0 . Then, by Lemma 2.3,j j
‘
X y2 j sc x s 2 h s q x y m e ds on s k s , ‘ .Ž . Ž . .Hj j 1 2
0
Hence
X Xc x s c x on s k s , ‘ .Ž . Ž . .1 2 1 2
By the same argument as the proof of Theorem 3.2, we have s s s ,1 2
Ž .denoted by s . On the other hand, we rewrite 41 as
2Y X X1 1m s c x y jc x y c x q h x on y‘, s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ .j j j j2 4
X X X XŽ .Denoting c s c y c and n s j q c q c r4, we get1 2 1 2




c x exp y2 n t dt s c s exp y2 n t dt s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H½ 5 ½ 5
0 0
X X Ž xThus c s c on y‘, s . The proof is complete.1 2
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